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1. Introduction

GHD has been commissioned by The Planning Group Australia on behalf of Phileo Australia Limited
(Phileo) to undertake a preliminary utilities capacity and infrastructure investigation for the Precinct
Structure Plan 42 North (PSP 42N) area in Wyndham Vale, Victoria. PSP 42N has been divided into two
parcels of land consisting of one 100 acre parcel in the northeast corner, and the remaining 800 acres to
be developed by Phileo Australia. Refer Figure 1 below for site location.

This 800 acre PSP is situated approximately 5 km west of Werribee in Victoria and is bordered to the
north by Greens/Argoona Road and to the south by Black Forest Road. Plans for Melbourne’s future
Outer Metropolitan Ring Road indicate the site will eventually be bordered to the west by this proposed
road network.

Development of the PSP 42N forms part of the Growth Areas Authority’s (GAA) overall urban growth
development strategy and is surrounded by undeveloped PSP’s. Initial estimates supplied to GHD
indicate PSP 42N will provide housing for approximately 15,000 to 20,000 residents with the possibility of
one or two central activity centres within the development.

This report provides high level detail of GHD’s infrastructure investigation for Phileo’s 800 acre portion of
PSP 42N. Existing services, current infrastructure capacity, proposed servicing strategies and key
constraints and opportunities has been investigated.

Figure 1: Site Location

PSP 42N
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2. Methodology

GHD conducted a general servicing location enquiry for all relevant services in early February 2011, and
has received existing services plans from all relevant authorities. Upon receipt of plans, brief discussions
were held with each service authority to determine an appropriate contact and to advise of the proposed
future development. Digital copies of services plans were requested and used to create existing services
plans shown in Appendix A. Previously prepared reports and information supplied by Phileo Australia
and Growth Areas Authority (GAA) were also reviewed to determine the requirement for further
information.

All the relevant service authorities were contacted requesting further service capacity advice and their
projected strategy to service the proposed PSP 42N development. Subsequent meetings with a number
of stakeholder authorities were arranged and several phone discussions followed to determine and
confirm relevant servicing information for the proposed development.

A site visit to the proposed development site and surrounding areas in Wyndham Vale was undertaken
on February 4, 2011. This site visit confirmed the general location of some underground services and the
possible infrastructure routes that may be adopted to service the proposed PSP 42N site.

A detailed review and analysis of the available service authority information was undertaken and broad
high level service capacity and strategy advice was obtained from all service providers listed under
Section 3.1 of this report. Meetings were held with the following service authorities in addition to
receiving formal servicing information:

 City West Water (CWW)

 Powercor

 SP Ausnet

It is noted that an investigation into the stormwater drainage infrastructure is being undertaken by others
and does not form part of this report.
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3. Existing Services and Proposed Infrastructure
Advice

3.1 General
GHD has contacted all relevant service authorities to obtain plans and details of existing services in the
general area, with specific reference to the immediate area bound by the proposed development site.

The following asset owners and providers were contacted:

 Electricity - Citipower/Powercor;

 Telecommunications - Telstra;

 Telecommunications - NBN Co;

 Telecommunications - Nextgen Networks;

 Gas Transmission - APA Group;

 Gas Reticulation - SP Ausnet;

 Water and Sewer - City West Water.

The location of all known existing services is detailed below and existing services plans are provided in
Appendix A.

Available service capacity, infrastructure strategies and high level costing advice received from the
authorities has been gathered and detailed in the following sections.

3.2 Electricity

3.2.1 Existing Services

Powercor is the authority responsible for the supply of electricity to the area surrounding PSP 42N in
Wyndham Vale. Plans provided by Powercor indicate electricity supply to developed areas to the site’s
east and northeast, via two 22 kV feeders (WBE31 and WBE23) located east and southeast of PSP 42N.
The nearest existing zone substation is the Werribee Zone Substation. Powercor has advised they do not
currently own any assets within the proposed development site. Advice from Powercor suggests there
will be inadequate spare electricity capacity for the expected growth in Wyndham Vale and backup in the
event of current and future faults. Refer to Figure 1 in Appendix A for an overview of existing electricity
infrastructure.

3.2.2 Proposed Servicing Advice

A meeting with Powercor was held on 3 March 2011, to discuss Powercor’s proposed servicing strategy
for the PSP 42N site. Powercor advised the existing electricity supply network in the area will require
significant upgrades and augmentation to service future development in the Wyndham Vale area. Both
the WBE31 and WBE23 feeders are likely to reach 100% of their thermal capacity by 2012.
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Prior to the expansion of the Urban Growth Area boundary, Powercor estimated a high level electrical
loading for the PSP 42 precinct at 7 MVA. A new electrical loading estimate for the 800 acre PSP 42N
precinct undertaken by Powercor, suggests an approximate electrical loading of 10-14 MVA.

Existing loads from both the WBE31 and WBE23 feeders will be offloaded to a proposed new feeder
(WBE14) to be constructed along Shaws Road by early 2012 at an approximate cost of at least $1
million. It is intended the resulting spare capacity in feeders WBE31 and WBE 23 will be used to service
the PSP 42N development.

Additional future 22 kV feeders are proposed to service the development areas north and south of PSP
42N. Powercor advises that the northern development areas will be supplied by the extension of two 22
kV feeders (WBE12 and WBE 32) proposed to be constructed after 2015 at an estimated cost of at least
$750,000 each. It is intended that future development to the south of PSP 42N will be provided with
power by the extension of feeder WBE33 likely to be constructed after 2017 at an estimated cost of at
least $1 million.

A new zone substation is predicted for the future to maintain adequate supply to the Wyndham Vale
Area. At the present time it appears Powercor’s preferred location for this new Zone Substation will be
along Ballan Road to the north of PSP 42N. If this location is chosen, an extension of the 66 kV
transmission line from the Werribee Zone Substation will be required to run west along Shaws Road and
further northwest along Ballan Road. Two alternate proposed Zone Substation locations exist within, and
adjacent to the PSP 42N precinct (refer Appendix B: Proposed Services Plan, for approximate locations).
If one of these locations is adopted, the Zone Substation in this area would require an extension of the
Werribee Zone 66 kV feeder west along either Bulban Road or Black Forest Road. Powercor estimates
this work will be in the vicinity of $14 million and will be undertaken when required and as increased
future power demand in the area necessitates it’s construction. Powercor suggest this is not likely to be
built for another 10 years. Once constructed surrounding feeder loads will be offloaded to new 22 kV
feeders from this Zone Substation.

All costs associated with infrastructure augmentation are approximate only and have been based on
typical overhead power supply. Powercor has advised that underground 66 kV and 22 kV power may be
required by Councils in the future, and would therefore significantly increase augmentation costs.

Generally, no developer costs will be associated with transmission network augmentation upgrades to
residential developments. However developers may be required to pay for power infrastructure to their
development if the following circumstances occur:

 Construction is staged so that first stages begin in areas well away from any existing adjacent
infrastructure;

 The developer has specific supply requests which involve a more expensive method for power
supply (eg. Request for cables laid underground instead of overhead);

 Infrastructure upgrades are brought forward as a result of a specific development

3.2.3 Key Opportunities and Constraints

The proposed Regional Rail Link (RRL) and existing rivers and drainage channels provide a significant
constraint for Powercor if required to cross electrical cables beneath the rail corridor or natural
stormwater paths. A number of natural stormwater channels and creeks exist throughout the
development areas in Wyndham Vale. Although possible, increased costs and time delays may be
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experienced with the provision of underground power beneath the existing waterways and the proposed
rail corridor.

3.3 Telecommunications

3.3.1 Existing Services

Nextgen Networks are a wholesale fibre carrier servicing commercial customers including major
corporate businesses and government agencies. Plans received from Nextgen show a major fibre optic
cable route located along the north side of Greens/Argoona Road, to the north of PSP 42N. This fibre
route is located along the entire northern length of the site. Nextgen has advised this 32 mm conduit
encases the major fibre optic telecommunications link between Melbourne and Adelaide. Nextgen do not
own any other telecommunications infrastructure within the vicinity of the proposed development site.

Telstra is the authority responsible for the supply and reticulation of residential telecommunication
services to the established areas within the vicinity of the site. Plans provided by Telstra indicate
telecommunications infrastructure throughout the adjacent developments to the site’s east and northeast.
Although no high capacity optic fibre transmission routes exist to the east of PSP 42N, there are
significant optic fibre routes located along the north side of Greens Road and the east side of Haines
Drive. Fibre along these routes serves green streetside cabinets and only the customers in the
immediate vicinity. There are no Telstra assets located within the vicinity of the proposed development
site. Refer to Figure 4 in Appendix A for an overview of existing telecommunications infrastructure.

3.3.2 Proposed Servicing Advice

Nextgen has advised they are not the authority responsible for the provision of fibre to the proposed
development. Future works within the Greens/Argoona Road reserve may warrant protection of the major
cable route that exists along the north side of this road. Works directly over, under or parallel to the fibre
route will require protection of their asset. Protection works deemed necessary by Nextgen will be
undertaken by Nextgen’s contractors at the developer’s cost. To protect their fibre asset, Nextgen has
advised the cable may need to be exposed and placed within a 100 mm diameter PVC conduit and
backfilled with slurry or encased by concrete. There is potential to share Nextgen’s protection work costs
with developers of the adjacent northern PSP 41, however this cannot be confirmed by Nextgen at this
stage.

Telstra has indicated the provision of telecommunications infrastructure to the proposed development will
be the responsibility of NBN Co. At this stage the extent of Telstra’s involvement in servicing the
development is not known, however Telstra has mentioned they may be required to provide an interim
mobile telecommunications network to end users within the development in the event that NBN cannot
roll out their entire network in the same timeframe that development is undertaken.

Telstra advised NBN Co would be responsible for servicing the proposed development and suggest the
most likely NBN fibre reticulation to the proposed development site would be located along Black Forest
Road and/or Greens Road for approximately 2-3 km from the east of the site.

On 9 December 2010, the Minister for Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy, Senator
Stephen Conroy, announced that from 1 January 2011, NBN Co will be responsible for the installation of
fibre in all broadacre and infill developments where fibre is capable of connection. Currently, NBN Co
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could not provide a formal response regarding their strategy to service the proposed PSP 42N
development.

The following information has been gathered from NBN Co’s website and provides preliminary detail of
developer requirements for the provision of NBN.

Generally, supply of fibre to new developments will occur via a local fibre distribution hub and the cost of
fibre installation to new developments will be born by NBN Co, provided all trenching, pit and pipe
infrastructure construction is undertaken by the developer at the developer’s cost. The local network will
be operated on an open access basis. Developers will be required to supply all fibre pit and pipe
infrastructure in accordance with NBN Co’s Guidelines for Developers and will be responsible for the
design of the internal pit and pipe network (URL:
http://www.nbnco.com.au/wps/wcm/connect/8ab235004512e80b8dc2ef15331e6bbb/Installing+Pit+and+
Conduit+Infrastructure.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&useDefaultText=0&useDefaultDesc=0) Ownership of the
networks will be transferred to NBN Co and form part of NBN Co’s open access wholesale only network.

Telstra has advised that given the location and limited capacity of existing infrastructure, and the
proposed use of Fibre to the Premises technology in new estates by NBN Co, it is unlikely the existing
Telstra infrastructure would be used to service 800 acres of future development to the west of Wyndham
Vale.

3.3.3 Key Opportunities and Constraints

Existing telecommunications infrastructure to the east of the site will not have capacity to service the
proposed 800 acre PSP 42N development. Discussions with both Telstra and NBN Co suggests limited
information regarding the provision of communications infrastructure to future developments, is being
shared between the two organisations, proving difficult for external parties to obtain high level site
specific servicing strategies.

3.4 Gas

3.4.1 Existing Services

SP Ausnet is the service authority responsible for the supply of gas reticulation infrastructure within the
area surrounding the proposed development site. Plans reveal high pressure gas distribution mains
along both Greens Road and Black Forest Road as far west as Middle Ring Road and Armstrong Road
respectively. The plans also reveal there is no gas infrastructure existing within the bounds of the site.
The nearest existing city-gates (which deregulate transmission pressure gas to distribution pressure) are
situated to the east of the development area adjacent to the Princes Highway. There are currently three
city-gates along this transmission pipeline.

A 500 mm diameter transmission pressure gas main is located along the western boundary of the
precinct. This main is the Brooklyn to Lara section of the pipeline connected to the Iona gas processing
plant near Port Campbell and is owned and operated by APA. This transmission main currently services
the Western district of Melbourne. Preliminary discussions with APA indicates this main will not be used
to service the proposed development site, however if construction occurs in the vicinity of the pipe it may
be necessary to protect the asset. The costs for protecting the asset depend largely on the type of
construction. Provided future design meets APA’s clearance criteria, relocation of the pipe will not be
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required; however supervision costs may be incurred depending on the extent and scope of future
proposed work. It is also important to note there is an easement covenant restricting unapproved surface
level amendment and the construction of structures on the APA gas easement.

Refer to Figure 2 in Appendix A for an overview of existing gas infrastructure.

3.4.2 Proposed Servicing Advice

A meeting with SP Ausnet was held on 4 March, 2011, to discuss SP Ausnet’s strategic servicing plan for
the proposed development site. SP Ausnet advised the peak gas supply pressures available from the
existing assets are decreasing due to the large amount of development already occurring in the area. SP
Ausnet has advised the existing gas infrastructure does not have sufficient capacity to service the entire
proposed PSP 42N development. It may be possible however, to service some initial stages of
development through reinforcement of the existing network, provided initial stages are developed
adjacent to existing development along the east of PSP 42N.

A new city-gate along APA’s Brooklyn to Lara pipeline has been commissioned by SP Ausnet
approximately 2-3 km away from PSP 42N. Expected completion of this city-gate is within the next 6-12
months and will ultimately raise gas pressures to suitable levels for the existing developments over the
next 3-5 years.
SP Ausnet has advised that an additional ‘city-gate’ will be required to service an estimated population of
15,000 to 20,000 residents within PSP 42N. In addition to the proposed city-gate, a custody transfer
meter (CTM) will be required to measure the quantity of gas extracted from the supply transmission pipe.
A regulator heater is also necessary to offset the temperature decrease experienced when pressure is
lowered. It is probable that the new city-gate would be located somewhere along APA’s Brooklyn-Lara
pipeline, along the Western boundary of the proposed development site. A high level cost of $1 million is
estimated for the city-gate, CTM and heater. City-gates are designed and constructed by the
transmission pipeline owner, and associated costs are likely to be transferred to the developer.

SP Ausnet requires further detailed information including masterplanning and staging requirements in
order to model accurate gas demands and the potential to supply the precinct with existing infrastructure.

3.4.3 Key Opportunities and Constraints

APA Group has advised they have the right to construct additional assets within their transmission
pipeline easement to the west of the proposed development site, however, suggest this will be unlikely in
the foreseeable future.

In the case where significant new gas infrastructure is required and existing infrastructure can not simply
be extended from adjacent developments for supply, new infrastructure costs shall be born by the
developer. Any sharing of costs for these assets between developers of adjacent land must be
negotiated between developers. As demand begins to reach available gas supply, a new city-gate will be
required and distribution across the site from the west to east may be necessary at the developer’s cost.
SP Ausnet has advised they will only pay for gas distribution costs to development located directly
adjacent to a new city-gate, providing gas infrastructure is laid together with water mains.

SP Ausnet has advised that in their experience, negotiations and approval from APA to connect a city-
gate to their transmission infrastructure, and approval for a new city-gate from the Department of Primary
Industries (DPI) may take up to 12 months.
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Pending approval from APA to use part of the transmission pressure gas easement, SP Ausnet may
need to acquire additional land for a new city-gate.
The future Outer Metropolitan Ring Road (OMRR) proposed along the west of the development site will
also ensure VicRoads must be involved in the negotiations for the final location of a future city-gate.

3.5 Sewer

3.5.1 Existing Services

CWW is the responsible authority for the provision of sewer reticulation within the precinct. There are
existing sewer mains which service the developments to the north east and south east of the site.

Refer to Figure 3 in Appendix A for an overview of existing sewer infrastructure.

3.5.2 Proposed Servicing Advice

A meeting with CWW was held on 14 February, 2011, to discuss CWW’s strategic servicing plan for the
proposed development site. CWW believe that the entire site can be serviced by gravity with no need for
pumping. There is a ridge along Greens Road which divides the precinct from any future development to
the North. The majority of PSP 42 N Part 2 will drain via 300mm and 375mm diameter mains towards
Lollipop Creek to the north-east of the site. These mains will eventually flow into the existing 475mm
sewer main to the east of the Delfin development. The south-west corner of the precinct naturally drains
east towards Black Forest Road.

3.5.3 Key Opportunities and Constraints

The 475mm diameter sewer main to the east of the site was constructed prior to the recent expansion of
the Urban Growth Zone and will require augmentation in the future as further development occurs. CWW
will pay for these works when the flows begin to approach the capacity of the current pipe.

3.6 Water

3.6.1 Existing Services

Provision of the water supply to the PSP 42N Precinct is the responsibility of CWW. CWW plans show
potable mains extending along both Greens Road and Black Forest Road as far west as Middle Ring
Road. The developments to the northeast of PSP 42N are currently supplied by a water tank located on
Ballan Road. This tank is supplied with water by a pumping station on Flinders Crescent, and has
enough elevation to supply the area by gravity. Refer to Figure 3 in Appendix A for an overview of
existing water infrastructure.

3.6.2 Proposed Servicing Advice

Due to rapid development in the area, primarily in Manor Lakes, the current tank is approaching its
ultimate supply capacity. CWW has advised that new tanks are required to support further development
in West Werribee. CWW is in the process of designing these proposed tanks and has previously
acquired land to the northeast of Cobbledick Ford Road where they will be constructed in 2013 or 2014
and at no cost to the developer of PSP 42N.
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3.6.3 Key Opportunities and Constraints

If development at PSP 42N occurs prior to the completion of the new tanks, interim supply will be
possible from the 300 mm diameter water main in Bluestone Green, to the south-east of the precinct.
CWW envisage that the initial stages of development are likely to occur to the eastern side of PSP 42
North, making supply from the south-east a practical short-term measure.

3.7 Recycled Water

3.7.1 Existing Services

The Western Treatment Plant is located approximately 20km to the east of the proposed development
site. It supplies Class A recycled water with 1000 mg/L Total Dissolved Solids. Much of this water is sold
through contractual agreements to a variety of water users. The water which CWW provides to its
customers goes through a salt reduction (reverse osmosis) process and is diluted to bring the Total
Dissolved Solids down to 500mg/L. CWW plans show recycled water mains extending along both
Greens Road and Black Forest Road as far west as Middle Ring Road. Refer to Figure 3 in Appendix A
for an overview of existing recycled water infrastructure.

3.7.2 Proposed Servicing Advice

A recycled water tank is planned to be constructed concurrently and adjacent to the new tank at the
corner of Cobbledick Ford and Ballan Roads, northwest of the proposed development. The area which
CWW planned to supply with recycled water was set prior to the recent expansion of the Urban Growth
Zone. This means that only Part 1 of PSP 42N is currently planned to be supplied with recycled water.

3.7.3 Key Opportunities and Constraints

CWW is presently undertaking promising desktop studies into the possibility of employing Aquifer
Storage Recovery technology, which will allow excess recycled water to be stored underground and
greatly increase the peak supply available to the proposed development areas west of Werribee.
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4. Conclusion

The provision of trunk services to the PSP 42 North development site has been investigated and the
following information provides a general summary of findings. Trunk services investigated include
electricity, telecommunications, gas, sewer, water and recycled water. An investigation into the service of
stormwater drainage was not part of the scope for this servicing assessment and will be investigated by
others.

Consultation with relevant service authorities revealed that generally, trunk services to the proposed PSP
42N development can be provided with some significant augmentation and extension of existing
infrastructure. Proposed augmentation works and other key findings for each service is summarised in
Table 4.1 below.

Table 4.1: Key findings for the provision of services

Service Authority Key Findings

Electricity Powercor Powercor suggests at the present there will be inadequate
spare electricity capacity for the expected growth and
backup in the event of current and future faults.

Existing loads from WBE31 and WBE23 feeders will be
offloaded to a new feeder (WBE14) by early 2012. The
resulting spare capacity in feeders WBE31 and WBE 23
will be used to service PSP 42N.

A future Zone Substation will be constructed to maintain
adequate supply to the Wyndham Vale Area. Potential
locations include Ballan Road or either within/adjacent to
the PSP 42N precinct.

Telecommunications Telstra

NBN Co

It is unlikely the existing Telstra infrastructure would be
used to service PSP 42N. The extent of Telstra’s
involvement in servicing the development is not known at
this stage.

Telecommunications to the proposed development will be
the responsibility of NBN Co. Telstra advised that the NBN
fibre route is likely to be located along Black Forest Rd
and/or Greens Rd for approximately 2-3 km east of the site
(could not be confirmed by NBN Co).

Gas Transmission
Gas Distribution

APA

SP Ausnet

APA owns a high pressure transmission gas main located
along the western boundary of the precinct. Currently no
distribution infrastructure is located within the immediate
vicinity of the precinct.

It may be possible to service initial stages of development
through reinforcement of the existing network, provided
initial stages are developed adjacent to existing
development along the east of PSP 42N. As development
expands across the site and demand begins to reach
available gas supply, a new city-gate and CTM will be
required along the western boundary to service PSP 42N.
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This will be the responsibility of SP Ausnet and must be
negotiated with APA. The cost of a new city-gate and
associated distribution across the precinct to the
development areas is likely to be charged to the
developer.

Sewer City West
Water (CWW)

CWW advised the entire PSP 42N site can be serviced by
gravity sewer with no need for pumping. The majority of
PSP 42N should drain towards Lollipop Creek at the north-
east of the site via 300 mm and 375 mm diameter mains.

As development occurs, an existing 475 mm diameter
sewer main to the east of the site will require
augmentation at the cost of CWW.

Water CWW The water tank that presently supplies part of the
Wyndham Vale and Manor Lakes area is approaching its
ultimate supply capacity. New tanks are required to
support further development in western Werribee.

In the event that development begins before the new tanks
are constructed, interim water supply may be available to
PSP 42N via existing supply located southeast of the
precinct, provided initial development begins at the east of
PSP 42N.

Recycled Water CWW A single recycled water tank is planned to be constructed
northwest of the proposed development site near Ballan
Rd. This tank was planned prior to the recent expansion of
the Urban Growth Zone and does not consider supply to
Part 2 of PSP 42N.

CWW is undertaking promising studies into the
employment of Aquifer Storage Recovery technology,
which will allow excess underground recycled water
storage, greatly increasing the peak supply available to
development areas west of Werribee.

The majority of service providers have advised it would be beneficial for initial stages of development
within the precinct to begin adjacent to existing development to allow an extension of existing services at
minimal costs. Gas distribution supplier SP Ausnet agree with this notion, however has advised that once
a new city-gate is constructed along the APA transmission pipeline, gas distribution across the PSP 42N
site from west to east will be at the developer’s cost.

It is expected the proposed 800 acre PSP 42N development can be supplied with all services
investigated under this scope with no prohibitive constraints. Where existing infrastructure capacity is
insufficient to service the entire PSP 42N, infrastructure augmentation and/or extensions will be
necessary to ensure adequate supply to the development.
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Appendix A

Existing Services Plans

Figure 1: Powercor Infrastructure

Figure 2: APA and SP Ausnet Infrastructure

Figure 3: CWW Infrastructure

Figure 4: Telecommunications Infrastructure
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Appendix B

Proposed Services Plan

Figure 5: Proposed Infrastructure
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This Preliminary Infrastructure Report for Precinct Structure Plan 42N (“Report”):

1. has been prepared by GHD Pty Ltd (“GHD”) for Phileo Australia and The Planning Group Australia;

2. may only be used and relied on by Phileo Australia and The Planning Group Australia;

3. must not be copied to, used by, or relied on by any person other than Phileo Australia and The Planning
Group Australia without the prior written consent of GHD;

4. may only be used for the purpose of Information and Forward Planning (and must not be used for any other
purpose).

GHD and its servants, employees and officers otherwise expressly disclaim responsibility to any person other than
Phileo Australia and The Planning Group Australia arising from or in connection with this Report.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, all implied warranties and conditions in relation to the services provided by
GHD and the Report are excluded unless they are expressly stated to apply in this Report.

The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this Report:

were limited to those specifically detailed in this report;;

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this Report are based on assumptions made by GHD when
undertaking services and preparing the Report (“Assumptions”), including (but not limited to):

Nil

GHD expressly disclaims responsibility for any error in, or omission from, this Report arising from or in connection
with any of the Assumptions being incorrect.

Subject to the paragraphs in this section of the Report, the opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this
Report are based on conditions encountered and information reviewed at the time of preparation and may be relied
on until 3 months, after which time, GHD expressly disclaims responsibility for any error in, or omission from, this
Report arising from or in connection with those opinions, conclusions and any recommendations.
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Melbourne,  Victoria  3000
T: (03) 8687 8000   F: (03) 8687 8111   E: melmail@ghd.com.au

© GHD 2011

This document is and shall remain the property of GHD. The document may only be used for the purpose
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Unauthorised use of this document in any form whatsoever is prohibited.
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